Design
We recognise the significant value that registered designs bring to
our clients’ balance sheets and have built a first class team of
lawyers with proven technical expertise.
Minter Ellison’s lawyers provide superior, practical advice and skilled
handling of complex litigation for local and international clients. We
advise on the registration of designs under the Designs Act 2003
(Cth), and act in enforcement proceedings and in defending
infringement proceedings in the Federal Court of Australia.
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We have acted in disputes over the degree of similarity between
alleged infringing products and registered designs, and in disputes
over the extent to which a design is reasonably clear and succinct
enough to be registered.
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Intellectual Property

Federal Court decision on Bodum look-a-like expands design
protection
19 August 2011

Corporate

A recent decision in the Full Federal Court has shown that while
manufacturers are generally free to make goods according to a
design that is not registered, care must be taken to ensure that those
products are branded in a way that distinguishes them from the
market leader.

Patents

Employment

Trade Marks
Copyright
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION
Legal 500 Asia Pacific - Intellectual Property
Minter Ellison is ‘professional’ and ‘responsive’.
Best Lawyers 2013
The depth and strength of Minter Ellison's team in Australia has
been recognised by this year's list of Best Lawyers, announced
today by Best Lawyers® and published by the Australian Financial
Review.
Chambers Asia Pacific / Chambers Global - Intellectual Property
This substantial group of more than 70 practitioners offers a full IP
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Design
service but is especially well regarded for its contentious copyright
expertise, all-round trade marks practice, and the focus of its patents
practice on the life sciences sector.
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